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Light field – models, processing and compression 

Motivation 

Conventional image and video capture has proved to be powerful components in 
numerous applications throughout the years, providing information about how 
objects in a scene are related in space, time, and colour. Such conventional 2D image 
captured by a digital camera can be described as sampling of the 7-dimensional 
plenoptic function that theoretically describe all light reflected of a scene. 
Advancement in computational power, image sensor resolution and optical system 
miniaturization in recent years have enabled new image capture systems that are able 
capture both intensity and direction. Having such information enables new 
possibilities of post-processing and image enhancements but also require new formats 
and methods to compress the extensive amount of data. 

This tutorial will present the fundamentals of light field, its representation, and the 
consequences of capturing it by several cameras or a special plenoptic camera. Models 
describing the light field will be presented that enables optimized selections and 
prediction of capabilities for different light field systems. The tutorial will also portray 
fundamental processing of light field data such as interpolation and reconstruction of 
images with different depth of field, super-resolution and alike. Finally, the tutorial 
will demonstrate how the light field data can be efficiently compressed by using the 
high redundancy of the data. Total time of tutorial 3 hours. 

In particularly the tutorial will consider the following. 

Light field fundamentals and models  

• Multiple Pin-hole cameras and plenoptic camera 
• Light ray geometrical optics model 
• Ray-phase space and Fourier analysis for cameras and displays 
• Optimal sampling and antialiasing filter 
• SPC-model description and application to plenoptic cameras 

Light field processing 

• Light field interpolation and reconstruction 
• Re-focusing and super-resolution 

   



 

• Depth extraction 
• Sparsification of light field data 

Light field image and video compression 

• Basics of compression, hybrid coders 
• H.264 and HEVC 
• Approaches to compress light field data 
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